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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The subject c? this thesis is a family of rotary engines, each
consisting of a two-tipped rotor turning about an off-center axis within
a nearly round cavity.
The text describes the general cavity/rotor system and its ap
plication to four different variations of internal combustion engines.
Computer generated power outputs for the idealised engine cycles are
used as the basis of comparison of the different versions of the engine.
Consideration is also given to the applicability of the cavity/
rotor combination to engines driven by superheated steam or other pres
surized gases.

CHAPTER II

THE CAVITY/r OTOR SYSTEM

Characterization of the Cavity/Rotor System
The engines described in this thesis are based on a cavity/rotor
system of the following description:
1. The rotor is two-tipped and has a fixed length designated
by "L.M
2. The cavity is characterized by R(G) + R(0+7r) - L,
3. The drive shaft is centered at R(q ) - 0.

(See Figure 1.)

h. The rotor is free to slide transversely across the axis of
the drive shaft.
Since R(o) t P (6+vr)

L, the tips of the rotor follow the perim

eter of the cavity with both tips of the rotor being in contact with the
cavity walls at all times.

In general, R(g) does not equal R(9+m),

That is, the cavity is not a simple circle concentric with the drive
shaft.

Itiis eccentricity of the cavity makes the system applicable to

the engines described herein.

Cavity Design
The cavity of the system under consideration is characterized by
a constant depth, d, and a variable perimeter defined by R (0 ) 4* R(Gtn) constant.

The periphery of the cavity must be smoothly curved so that

7.*otor movement is a smooth, continuous rotation.

The perimeter must be

of sufficient eccentricity to give a large displacement as a fraction of

2
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Fig, i.— The cavity

total cavity volume„

Generalized examples of such r v/ity prof iles are t

R(g) l~ A - BsinQ

R(g)

fA ~ B Isinftl n
sin©
\.Zk - R(©-a)

fk
A
R(0) =•
A
U

0< 0< K

(1 < n < 2 )

ti < e < 2tt

- Bsin(29)
- B
+ Bsln(20)
+ B

-~/h < 0 < 7T/^
/'/A < © < 37t/A
3 « A < G < 5;rA
5 n A < 0 < 7/tA

The first of these examples is the simplest and smoothest form
of the required equation.

The second and third forms cf the equation

involve longer sweeps of perimeter with constant or near constant radius
of curvature.

This increases the (displacement/total volume) at the

expense of larger localized values of dR/dG.

The larger values of

dP.AQ impose more abrupt transverse accelerations of the rotor during
rotation.
The rotor divides the cavity into two isolated, chambers of vari
able volume,

(See Figure 2.)

If the rotor has line symmetry about the

line joining its two tips, the volumes of the two cavities formed by the
cavity and rotor are:

'6 + «
Vl » d/2/R2 (9)dQ - Vr/2

’G+i./x
and

V2 = d/2 RZ (Q)d.Q - Vr/2

I&+7T

where Vr is the volume of the rotor.
For 9 = 0 ,

Vi is a minimum and V2 is a maximum.

The compression

ratio of the system is the ratio of the two volumes and the net dis
placement is the difference of the two volumes.

5

Fig. 2.— Cavity and rotor volumes
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Net Displacement = Vmax “ vmin

Vr/2 - d/2/R2 (e)d0 - Vr/2

= d/2

T

f
R2 (e)de - |R2 (t,)d0
JO

In

Compression Ratio = Vmax/Vmj_n

f2 m
d/ 2 [R2 (8 )de - Vr/2

d/2|R2 (9)d0 - Vr/2

'o

Rotor Design
The rotor consists of a solid two-Upped block of material which
rotates about the axis of rotation of the drive shaft and simultaneously
slides transversely across this axis of rotation.

A torquing key, rig

idly attached to the drive shaft, transmits torque from the rotor to the
drive shaft.

The key limits the motion of the rotor with respect to the

drive shaft in such a way that the tip-to-tip center line of the rotor
always passes through the axis of rotation of the drive shaft.

The

torquing key may either fit within or to either side of the rotor.
(See Figure 3 .)

?

Fig. 3-— Torquing keys

CHAPTER III

ENGINE DESIGN VARIATIONS

Internal Combustion Engines
Introduction to the Four Designs
Four different internal combustion rotary engine designs based
on the previously described eavity/rotor system are to be considered.
They are:
1. A conventional Otto cycle engine.
2. A four-cycle engine in which intake is induced by a partial
vacuum created in the chamber by the momentum of the exhaust gas travel
ing through a surge-tube,

("Two-cycle" and "four-cycle" as used here

are misnomers, but their familiar connotation is appropriate.)
3. A conventional two-cycle engine in which intake and carburetion are carried out in one chamber and compression, combustion, and
expansion are carried out in the second chamber.

h. A two-cycle engine in which ail functions are carried out in
the same chamber.

In this version, both chambers perform identical

functions, 180 degrees out of phase.

Only part of the expansion is

used for power stroke, the remainder for intake of new fuel/air.
Schematic P-V diagrams of the four engine variations to be con
sidered are given in Figure A -

It is believed that these four design

variations cover all reasonable possibilities for application of the
aforementioned cavity/rotor system to internal combustion engines.

8
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(a) Otto cycle

(c) Conventional two-cycle

(b) Surge-tube four-cycle

(d) Symmetric two-cycle

Fig, 4.— The internal combustion engine cycles
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Detailed Description of Engine Variations
Otto H y d e Engine
The cavity/rotor system can be readily adapted to the conven
tional Otto cycle with each of the two cavities acting as an indepen
dent combustion chamber.

(See Figures h(a) and j
r.)

then behave as a two cylinder, four-cycle engine.

The system would

Combustion would

occur twice, once in each cavity, during each pair of full revolutions.
Intake and exhaust valves are located at the 9 - 7T and 0 = 0
respectively.
and covers.

locations,

These valves must be active, complete with cams, lifters,
This is due to the fact that there is not a one-to-one cor

respondence between rotor position and valve state.

For example, the

intake valve will be alternately open and closed when the rotor is in
its 0 ~ ~\/7. position.

Surge-tube Four-cycle Engine
In the surge-tube four-cycle version of the engine, the exhaust
and following intake cycle are not accomplished by rotor displacements
but rather by the inertial inductance of exhaust gases speeding through
a narrow tube.

(See Figures 4(b) and 6, )

'Ibis system of exhaust and

intake is identical to that used in a pulse jet.
through a long tube.

Exhaust gases escape

The momentum of these gases keeps them moving down

the exhaust tube even after combustion chamber pressure has dropped to
ambient pressure.

The result is the creation of a suction on the com

bustion chamber.

The following drop in combustion chamber pressure can

be used to draw a new fuel/air charge.

This entire phenomena requires

only about a thousandth of a second, the time required for a sound wave
to traverse the surge-tube.

Since there is a one-to-one correspondence,

11

( 1 ) 9 = CP-18CPS
Volume goes from Vmpn to Vmax.
Intake valve Is open.
Fuel/air is drawn in.

(2) 0 = 18CP-36a°:
Volume goes Vmax to Vmin.
Fuel/air mixture is compressed.

(3) G = 360°-540°:
Ignition occurs at 9 = jGO .
Power expansion follows.
Volume goes from Vmpn to Vmax.

{k) 9 = 5,
40°-720° s
Exhaust valve is open.
Volume goes from Vmax to Vman.
Exhaust occurs.

Fig, 5,— Otto cycle engine operation
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between rotor position and cycle phase, valving may be achieved pass
ively simply by matching, with respect to rotor angle, holes in the
rotor and holes in the cavity walls.

Conventional Two-cycle Engine
In the conventional two-cycle engine, the two chambers perform
different but complimentary functions rather than each chamber perform
ing all functions independently,

(See Figures 4(c) and 7.)

ber, while expanding, draws the new fuel/air mixture.

One cham

After the follow

ing compression, ports are opened to allow the fuel/air to pass from the
first to the second chamber.

Here, compression, ignition, and expansion

follow in the same sequence as in the four-cycle engines already de
scribed.

The exhaust port then opens, and combustion products are dis

placed by the new fuel/air being transferred from the first chamber.
Valves may again be passive, formed by matching ports cut into cavity
walls and rotor.

Symmetric Two-cycle Engine
Both the power expansion and the intake of new fuel/air mixture
require an increase of chamber volume,

In the symmetric two-cycle en

gine, power expansion and fuel/air intake are accomplished, one after
the other, during the same expansion of the cavity from its minimum to
its maximum volume,

(See Figures 4(d) and 8 .)

The first part of the

expansion is a power expansion with high pressure combustion products
held in the chamber.

Exhaust then occurs through an open port; after

which, the remainder of the expansion is used to draw new fuel/air.
Hence, expansion, exhaust and intake are all performed during a single
180 degree half rotation rather than three separate 180 degree half

14

(1) Intake

(2) Transfer

(3 ) Compression

(4) Power expansion

Fig. 7.— Conventional two-cycle engine operation
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(1) Vmin< y < V O :
Pov?er expansion occurs.

(3) VO •< V < Vmax:
Intake occurs.

(2) V = VO:
Exhaust port opens briefly.
Gases exhaust.

^max >■ V > vmjn :
Compression takes place.

Fig, 8,— Symmetric two-cycle engine operation
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rotations, as is the case with the Otto cycle engine.

Compression re

quires a full 180 degree half rotation in the symmetric two-cycle engine
as in all three of the other engine configurations.

The symmetx'ic two-

cycle engine fires twice per revolution as compared to only once per re
volution in the conventional two-cycle engine.
In the cavity/rotor system on which this engine is based, there
is a one-to-one correspondence between cycle phase and rotor position.
In piston engines, the correspondence is two-to-one.

It is because of

this difference that an analogous symmetric two-cycle engine could not
exist in the piston mode.

Assumptions for the Idealized Engine Cycles
In this section, the idealized cycles of the four internal com
bustion engine variations a.re compared on the basis of s

(l) power per

revolution for a unit volume of Vrjl2LX and, (2) specific fuel consumption.
The comparison is made on the basis of idealized cycles for which the
following assumptions have been made:
1. The working fluid (i.e. the air) is an ideal diatomic gas.

(PV = RT. Y = 1.4. )
2. All expansions and compressions are isentroplc.
constant.

(PV’*"^ =

TV*^ ~ constant.)

3. The mass added by the fuel is insignificant.
h. The change in temperature^in the pure fuel/air mixture during

According to Taylor and Stone; the theoretical rise in tempera
ture with combustion of a typical C ^ g / a~r mixture is about 3»900 de
grees, seven and one-half times the standard temperature of air. The
rise is slightly less for gasoline than for pure octane. The rise will
also '/ary with stoichiometry. A temperature rise of .93 (i.e. 7/7-5) of
Taylor and Stone's value is assumed for this idealized analysis.
C.F. TC.ylor and E.S, Stone, The Internal Combustion Engine (interna
tional Textbook Company, Scranton, 193^)» p. 36.
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combustion is seven times the ambient temperature.

When fuel/air is

mixed with other gases, the change in temperature with combustion is
seven times the ambient temperature multiplied by the mass fraction of
fuel/air in the mixture.
In addition to these general assumptions, certain special as
sumptions are made in the cases of the particular engine designs.

Again

most assumptions are idealizations that can only be approached as a lim
iting case,

Otto cycle
It is assumed in the case of the Otto cycle engine that the vol
ume of new fuel/air drawn on intake is equal to the displacement, (VraaxVmqn ).

Computer program and output for the idealized cycle are given in

the Appendix,

Results are tabulated in Table I on page 22.

Surge-tube Four-cycle
It is assumed in the case of the surge-tube four-cycle engine
that the gross volume of new fuel/air drawn into the chamber during in
take is equal to V^jr.

Part of this fuel/air is lost out the exhaust

due to mixing of gases in the chamber before exhaust is complete.

As

suming instantaneous mixing of gases in the chamber, the volumetric loss
of fuel/air at an instant of time is:

•

•

VFA = (l-n)Vrotal
That is, the net flow into the chamber of fuel/air is the flow
in of fuel/air, Vp0tal» minus the flow out of fuel/air, nVT0tal> where
"n" is the fraction by volume of fuel/air in the chamber.

It has been

assumed here that gross flow in and gross flow out are equal during

intake.

An integration over the intake volume from zero to Vmax will

yield the total fraction by volume of new fuel/air left in the chamber
at the completion of intake.

unax
From the previous considerations,
dn

1 dvF,A,
vmax dvTotal

dvTotal

1 (
(1-n)
^max

= dvTotal
^max
Therefore, by integration,
-ln(l-n) =

'Total
V,max

It has been assumed that at the completion of intake, that
^Total “ \iax*

^°>

-ln(l-N) «* 1
or In(l-N) - -1
Therefore,
-1
1-N = e
Hence,

N ** 1-l/e = I-.367 - .633
That is, assuming instantaneous mixing, ,633 of the new fuel/air
would be used in the subsequent power cycle while .367 would simply pass
out the exhaust unused.
The assumption of instantaneous mixing is not very realistic
since mixing lags fuel intake significantly and transport of fluid

across the chamber requires a significant time relative to the time re
quired for the fluid to fill the chamber.

Assuming no mixing and the

complete exhausting of combustion products before the new fuel/air
reaches the exhaust port, N = 1.0.

Since exhaust occurs almost instan

taneously, this latter assumption is probably more nearly correct than
the assumption of complete mixing.

A value of N equal to .85 will be

used for purposes of calculation; this is only slightly above the aver
age value of the extreme limiting cases of N just discussed (i.e. N =
.633 and N = 1.0).
in the Appendix.

Computer program for the idealised cycle is given
Results are summarized in Table I on page 22.

Conventional Two-cycle*
)
l
(
In the case of the conventional two-cycle engine, it is assumed:
(l) that the minimum volume reached by the inlake chamber is suffi
ciently larger than the minimum volume of the power chamber that the
work done by the pre-transfer compression of fuel/air in the intake
chamber is insignificant, and (2) that the fuel/air is transferred into
the power chamber s.t ambient temperature.
metry of the two chambers.
to the engine displacement.

Figure 7

depicts the asym

Transfer volume will then simply be equal
The asymmetry in chamber size is achieved

by making the rotor asymmetric about the line joining the two rotor
tips.

Agajn, assuming instantaneous mixing,
dn

1

^'Tota'l = W x

dVp/i
dVTotal

where V ^ t a i goes from zero to the displacement volume, (vmax - Vm^n ).
Hence,
-ln(l-N) = .
V *

~
vmax

» 1

20

ln(l-N)

C.R.

Ni K 1 --- r~z;

e~~J-

- 1

(r => l/Compression Ratio)

Here, the volume fraction of new fuel/air in the chamber when
compression begins is dependent on the compression ratio and will be in
the neighborhood cf .5 to .6 for typical compression ratios.
Assuming no mixing, as in the previous discussion,
V
- V •
max
mm
,
N2 « — — ------- = 1 Vmax

= 1 - r
C,R‘

where r is one over the compression ratio.

The average of these oppos

ing limits on the value of N will b e :

N

Nl + N 2

(l-l/e1'1 ) + (1-r)

This value is used in the calculations.

1 -

The computer program for the

idealized engine is given in the Appendix.

Symmetric Two-cycle
For the symmetric two-cycle engine, it is assumed that exhaust
occurs instantaneously and that intake begins at exactly the same rotor
position where exhaust will have occurred.

That is, it is assumed that

the rotor does not rotate through a significant angular displacement
during the time required for the combustion products to leave the ex
haust port and that intake begins immediately at the completion of ex
haust.
Engine performance is arrived at as follows:

First, for the

fixed compression ratio, power for the engine cycle is calculated for

r-\4

the full range of ratios of intake volume to volume of the power expan
sion,

Then, the combination of power expansion volume and intake volume

which gives the highest power for the cycle is selected.

The computer

program used to calculate the engine performance few various combina
tions of compression ratio and expansion volume is given in the Appendix.

Performance From the Idealized Engines
The conventional and symmetric two-cycle engines are comparable
in power output (See Figure 9,)t but the conventional two-cycle engine
has the lower specific fuel consumption.

(See Figure 10.)

Hence, the

conventional two-cycle engine is, in the ideal case, the superior design
of the two.

Both are simple in design and require no extra moving parts

for valves.

In cases where specific fuel consumption is not particu

larly important, the symmetric two-cycle may be the preferable design
for two reasons.

First, its doubled firing frequency is conducive to

smooth operation.

Second, it does not require asymmetric construction

of the rotor as is required for the conventional two-cycle engine.
The four-cycle engines are more complex.

The Otto cycle version

requires moving intake and exhaust valves, and it is doubtful that the
surge-tube engine could be built without some form of moveable, quickrelease valve.

Specific fuel consumption is considerably lower than in

the Otto cycle engine (typically .15 to .20 lower) but about twice the
power-to-weight ratio is achieved with the surge-tube engine due to its
doubled firing frequency.

Again, the higher firing freqiiency is condu

cive to smoother operation for the surge-tube engine.

The logical

choice between the two engines wi'J 1 depend on the relative importances
of (power/weight) and specific fuel consumption in particular applica
tions .

TABLE I
POWER FROM IDEALIZED CYCLES

Conv. 2-cyc.
Sym. 2-cyc.
Conv. 4-cye.
S.T. 4-cyc.
Conv. 2-cyc.
Sym. 2-cyc.
Conv. 4-cyc.
S.T. 4-cyc.
Conv. 2-cyc.
Sym. 2-cyc.
Conv. 4-cyc.
S.T, 4-cyc.
Conv. 2-cyc.
Sym. 2-cyc
Conv. 4-cyc.
S.T. 4-cyc.
Conv. 2-cyc.
Sym. 2-cyc.
Conv. 4-cyc.
S.T. 4-cyc.

C empress.
Ratio

Net Power
per Cycle

Cycles Per
Revolution

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
3.00
IS.00
16.00
16.00
16.00
32.00
32.00
32.00
32.00

1.89
.60
2.12
3.60
4.76
1.S1
5.59
6.33
7.20
3.46
8.65
8.40
9.06
5.01
10.99
9.97
10.43
6.44
12.71
11.16

1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

Net Power
Per Revolution
1.89
1.20
2.12
7.20
4.76
3.82
5.59
12.66
7.20
6.92
8.65
16.80
9.06
10.02
10.99
19.94
10.43
12.38
12.71
22.32

1
RSPFC
3.78
2.40
4.23
3.60
6.34
4.52
7.46
6.33
8.23
6.23
9.88
8.40
9.66
8.22
11.74
9.97
10.53
9,51
13.10
11.16

yy

Engine
Version

^3

Fig. 9.— Comparative engine outputs

'-'h

Fig. 10.— Work/(volume of fuel/air drawn) vs. compression ratio

Compressed Gas Engines
The general cavity/rotor system is also readily adaptable as a
compressed gas engine in which freon, superheated steam, or other pres
surized gas is introduced into the engine and expanded without experi
encing combustion.
The operation of the engine in this configuration is particu
larly simple.

A port opens briefly to let the pressurized gas into the

chamber while chamber volume is a minimum.

Expansion occurs until the

chamber volume reaches its maximum; at which point, the gases escape
from the exhaust port.

Valve configuration (i.e. which, of the intake

and exhaust ports, are opened) depends only on rotor position.

Conse

quently, the valving may be accomplished with simple passive holes in
rotor and cavity wall as previously described in this text and shown in
Figure i1,
Isentropic curves of the P-V diagrams depend on the value of Y,
the ratio of specific heats.

Ibis ratio varies from 1,67 Tor monatomic

gases to 1,0 for gases consisting of many atoms per molecule.

The isen

tropic curves are given by:
PV

y

- constant

TV^-l “ constant
For lower values of Y, P drops more slowly for increasing values
of V.

Hence, P-V diagrams for steam (Y = 1.29) or freon (Y - 1) will be

less steep than the isentropic P-V curve for a3r.

This means that to

recover comparable fractions of the available energy from the expanding
gas will require larger expansion ratios for steam or freon than for
air.

To achieve efficiencies comparable to those of internal combustion

engines will require maximum pressures comparable to those of internal

?6

Fig. 11.— Compressed gas motor
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combustion engines, in the neighborhood of 100 atmospheres, and higher
expansion ratios.
Since the operational sequence of these compressed gas engines
will not vary, there is only the one basic design to consider.

Conse

quently, no comparative analysis of the type undertaken for the internal
combustion engine variations will be carried out here.

The cavity/rotor

system which is the subject of this thesis is particularly well suited
to compressed gas engines and holds great promise for becoming a practi
cal steam engine.

CHAPTER IV

SPECIAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Tip Loading; and Its Alleviation with Springs
Let "x"' denote the transverse displacement of the center of the
rotor from the center of the drive shaft about which the rotor is rotat
ing.

The differential equation for the transverse sliding of the rotor

is then:
mx =

2

jih

x + F

where F is all forces exerted on the rotor of mass m that are not asso
ciated with the centripetal potential gradient established by the rota
tion of the rotor at angular rate w.

F includes such things as tip load

ing and friction.
It is desireable that tip loading be minimized so as to minimize
tip wear.

The tip loading may be reduced by:

(i) reducing friction,

(2) decreasing the rotor mass, m, to reduce the centripetal force, and,/
or (3 ) loading the rotor with springs so as to counter forces causing
tip load.

See Figure 12.

Minimizing friction is a problem of lubrication and surface fin
ishing which will riot be treated here.
The elimination cf the centripetal tip force that must be exer
ted on the rotor as it moves around is a critical problem, due to the
O
magnitude, mw x, of this force.

The tip loading dus to this force can

be reduced by using springs which tend to force the rotor to its x ~ 0

28

?q

-Spring loaded rotor with overall spring constant 2mw‘
F j-S» 12.

position.

Assuming no friction,

m'x — mw"x + fspring

^tip

If ^tip " 0, as is desired,
^spring " "mv,2x + mx
^spring " m(:x-”2x)
If r - A - Bsinwt then x = - Bsinwt
p
2
x - Bw sinwt = - w x
Therefore,
/ 2
2 n
F spring = m(~w x-w x;
- 2mw^x
So,

and

kx = 2mw^x
p
k ~ 2 raw

The same mathematical result is obtained if the rotor is treated rigor
ously as a distributed mass, rather than a point mass.
A spring with spring constant 2mw
F^p.

2

will eliminate tip loading

What has been done, in effect, is that the spring constant has

been chosen so that the natural frequency for the transverse oscillation
of the spring matches the rotation of the rotor'.

Hence, the rotor tends

to vibrate transversely so as to follow the perimeter profile of the ca
vity without having to be forced to do so by tip loading.

See Figure 12.

For long-life applications of the motor, such spring loading
will probably be necessary because of the large magnitude of centripe
tal loads.
This scheme eliminates only that tip loading due to the centri
petal gradient at a particular angular rate w.

It does not allow for

31

variable angular rate nor does it eliminate the tip loading due to
friction.

Engine life in constant r.p.m. applications (e.g. a cruising

airplane) could be made longer than in variable r.p.m, applications
where a variable spring constant would be required for complete elimina
tion of centripetal loading.

A transmission with a continuously vari

able gear ratio could be used to adapt a motor operating at fixed r.p.m.
to a system

requiring continuous varied angular driving rates (e.g. an

automobile),
Rotor tips should be blunt so as to distribute tip wear over a
large area.

Minimising Gas Losses
A major problem with rotary engines in general is excessive gas
leakage.

This can be decreased by several means:
1. Putting moveable tips on the rotor to keep the gas seal

tight despite irregulax'ities in R.
2. Minimizing the gas-sealed perimeter of the rotor by choosing
an optimal ratio of rotor length, L, to rotor height, d.
The problem of gas seal was studied in detail and hardware tech
niques for handling gas leakage were developed during work on the Wankel
engine.

Results of the work have been recently published in book form

and will not be presented here.

2

Use of a Perfect Circle as Cavity Perimeter
The variable radius of curvature of the cavity perimeter makes
the manufacture of the cavity much more complex and costly than would be

^Jan P, Norbye, The Wankel Engine (Philadelphia, Chilton, I97I),
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the case if the cavity perimeter had the shape of a simple circle.
If the more complex cavity profile is replaced with a simple
circle with an off-center drive shaft, the relation R(©) + R(e) “ con
stant will not be satisfied and the rotor length will have to be suffi
ciently variable to compensate for this deviation.
radius of curvature oi’ the new circular cavity.

Let S represent the

If d is the distance

from the center of this circle to the center of the drive shaft.

where the extremes 2S and 2 S^-d^ are reached for 6 = n/2 and 9 - 0 respectively.

See Figure 13.

The fractional change in length required of the rotor is then:

The variability required of rotor length is small for small d/S,
That is, R(g) + R(Q+n) is constant to within a very small percentage so
long as the eccentricity is not particularly great.
d =

s/3

In particular, for

(giving Rmax/Rmin ~ 2), a typical ratio of maximum to minimum

distances from center of the drive shaft to the cavity perimeter, there
is a variation of less than 6% in required rotor length.

Moveable rotor

tips can easily be designed to take care of this range of variability,
making the circular cavity practical in cases such as this where moder
ate cavity eccentricity is involved.
In general, the perfect circle approximation to the ideal cavity
can be made workable by using appropriately long moveable rotor tips to
take up the variability in required rotor length.

However, the non-cir

cular cavity which satisfies the parameter R(9) + R(e+n) = constant is
preferable to the circular cavity and should be used where manufacturing
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Fig. 13.— Geometry associated with circular approximation to
cavity perimeter.
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limitations do not male the non-circular construction impractical.

Zero Fuel Loss Modification of the
Conventional Two-cycle Engine
In the conventional two-cycle engine, the exhaust port is open
when the new charge of fuel/air enters the power producing chamber.

Con

sequently, part of this new charge of fuel/air passes out with the ex
haust gases without being used in combustion.
In the case of the rotary version of the conventional two-cycle
engine, it is a simple matter to close the exhaust port before opening
the fuel/air transfer port 'between the two chambers.
exhausting of raw, unused fuel can be eliminated.

In this way, the

A secondary effect

due to the early closing of the exhaust port also occurs; that is, the
chamber pressure rises, rather than staying at one atmosphere, as the
fuel/air enters.

The rising pressure will cause a reduction in the total

mass of fuel/air which will enter the power chamber before pressure equi
librium is reached between the two chambers and transfer ceases.

The

new result is that less fuel/air enters the chamber but none of the
fuel/air is wasted by being passed out the exhaust unused.
An analogous operating arrangement cannot exist in piston-type
two-cycle engines.

Improved Specific Fuel Consumption in
the Symmetric Two-cycle Engine
VO, the fraction of maximum volume at the completion of power
expansion in the symmetric two-cycle engine, can be increased signifi
cantly from its value at maximum power with only a small reduction in
power; at the same time, a much larger reduction in fuel consumption
will result.
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For example, for a compression ratio of 8, maximum power occurs
for the idealized cycle at VO = ,d?5.

However, if VO is increased to

.606, the fuel consumption is reduced by 2 j
cfo while power is reduced by
only 11%,

Calculations have been made on the basis of computer output

data contained in the Appendix,

See Figure Id,

The designer must make a compromise between specific fuel con
sumption and power delivered to choose the most desireable value of VO,

Fig. 14.— Work and fuel consumption vs. VO for a compression
ratio of 8 in a symmetric two-cycle engine.

CHAPTER V

TEST AND DISPLAY ENGINE

A 0.2 cubic inch displacement glow plug engine was built as a
test and display engine.

The engine was built in the conventional two-

cycle mode and used a standard model airplane glow plug for ignition.
The fuel was ordinary glow plug fuel consisting primarily of nitrometh
ane and castor oil.

The carburetor was patterned after the carburetor

on a commercial piston-type engine.
depth was 0,45 inches.

Rotor length was 1.2 inches;

Only one rotor tip was moveable, even though it

was expected that gas seal would be lost at the fixed tip at high r.p.m.
The tip was spring loaded.
cavity walls.

Intake and exhaust ports were on opposite

The load consisted of a U inch nylon airplane propeller.

See Figure 15 for engine details.

Figure 7 depicts the operation of

the engine.
Four test runs, all of short duration (i.e. on the order of ten
seconds), were made.

The engine was difficult to start and would not

continue to run after the glow plug was disconnected from the battery.
There was a noticeable vibration at the tip of the drive shaft during
operation; this was not measured..

Engine noise was similar to that of

an ordinary pistion glow plug engine..

Engine speed, was quite low during

all four test runs; the carburetor could not be adjusted while the en
gine was running.

The sharp corners of the steel torquing key cut into

the softer aluminum rotor, causing sufficient damage to render the en
gine inoperable after the last test run.
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Fig. 15.— Glow plug test engine

The basic engine design was sound, but certain modifications
were obviously necessary to improve the engine's life and performance.
The following changes are recommended:
1. Round the edges of the torquing key and/or make the rotor of
steel to prevent rotor damage inflicted by the edges of the torquing
key.
2. Use a quality needle valve on the carburetor that can be ad
justed during operation.
3. Use two moveable rotor tips,
4. Use a thicker drive shaft and/or mount the load closer to
the bearings of the shaft.
5. Provide steel mountings for the drive shaft in place of the
plain holes in the aluminum casing.
The development of a practical engine will require considerable
experimentation with varied valving schemes and different compression
ratios.

CHAPTER VI

EVALUATION

An internal combustion engine based on the cavity/rotor system
discussed herein holds certain advantages over the Wankel rotary engine:
1. It has a larger displacement as a fraction of total cavity
volume.
2. It requires no gears between rotor and drive shaft.
3. The cavity is of simpler profile and may be approximated by
a circle.
4. The gas-sealed perimeter that must be maintained is smaller.
In the Otto cycle mode, the Wankel engine has the distinct ad
vantage that it does not require moving cams and valves.
The single-lobed rotary engine is the best suited to pressur
ized gas systems for which internal combustion does not take place,

In

this case, no active valve elements are required; so, the simple cavity/
rotor arrangement of this dissertation is directly and ideally suited.
There appears to be no particular design or manufacturing diffi
culties associated with the engines under consideration that are
unique to these engines alone.

Tip seal, valving, shaft loading, etc.

are problems that have all previously been encountered and solved in
work on other engine types.
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APPENDIX

COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR IDEALIZED ENGINE CYCLES

Notation
CR - Compression ra,tio
VMIN ~ Minimum chamber volume as a fraction of the maximum
chamber volume
VO = The volume of expansion of the symmetric two-cycle engine
as a fraction of maximum chamber volume
WORKC = Work derived from (lost to) compression
WORKX - Work from the power expansion
WKNET = Net work from the chamber cycle

LI

Otto Cycle
1
'2

CR =1
T 4-6

'?

DO 4 1=1,6
C 9 sC R *2

5

v:-iiN-i/r:R

6

11 = 1/ (l-v^ I'■!+ VMIN/T4)
T2=Tl*(VMlN««(-.4))

3

7
6
9
-JH

D T =7M 1-V1 19)/(1- VMIN +VMfM/T4)
t 3=T2+DT

11
1.2
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
22
21
22

T1 s1 / (l-VM I•<+VM IN/T4 )

23
24
23
26

27
28
29
29

T4sT3#(VMlhi**„4)
T 2 = 71 * (V M IM ^ * (- .4 } )
DT = 7 * ( l - V ^ I f'!)/(i.-VM IN + vM iM/T4 )

£

T3 =T2+DT
T 4 s T 3 » (V M IN ** •4 )
Tl=l/< 1-V'v I f:-s-VM |N / T4 )

T2=Tl*(VMlN#*(-.4))

DT =7» (1-VH I?")/(l-VM IN+VH IN/T4 )
T 3 =T 2 + D T
T4sT3*<VMlN**.4>
P 2 s l / ; 4 }
P3=P2#(T3/T?)
P 4 sP 3 * (VM IM # * 1,4)
W 0 RK C = (VM IV * * (- ,4 )-1) / (- .4 )- (y M IN - 1 )
WQRKXs (P3* (VM IN**1.4 )/<••.a ))*(1- (VM IN* * (- .4 >))+ (VM IN“31

WKNE7 =W0RKC+W0f<KX
WRITE (6,6) n2 >VHIN, T1, 12, 73, P2, p3, P4, WORKC, WCRKX,

w KNET

4 CONTINUE
6 FCR’U T (F 6 ,2 ,IX, Fli2.8 ,lv ,F5.2, IX, F5. 2, IX, F 6 .2, IX ,F 6 .2, i y,F4.2, IX,
1 F 6 .2,IX,29,4,lx,F 8 .4,F 9 .4)

Surge Tube Four-cycle
1

CRsl

2

JA-6

3
4
5

DO 3 1=1,5
CR=CR*2
V^I'Nal/CR

6

Tl =l/( .85+.15/T'5)

7

T2sTi#(VMlN»*(-.4>)
DTs7*(,85/(*85+,15/14))

8
y

13
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19

T3=T2+DT

T4=T3*(VMIN**»4)
Ti=l/<.85+.15/T4)
T2=Tl*(VHlN«*(-.4))
[)T=7*(.8 5/(,r,5+.15/T4) )
T 3 = T 2 +D T

T4=T3* (VM IN** .4 )
Tlal/( .85+.15/T4)
T2=71 *(VM IN*■*(- .4 >)
DT =7*( , 8 5 / ( ,b 5+.15/T4))
T3=T2+DT

20

T 4 = 1 3 *(VMIN * *.4 >

21

P2s 1/(VMIH»*i -4)

22

23
?4
25

26
27
23
29
29

■

p3 = p p ^ (t 3 /t 2 )

P4sP3*(VM IM**l.4)
w0RKC = (VMlN* *(- .4 )-1) / (- .4 )- (VM IN-1)
W0RKXa(P3*{VMlN**1.4)/<-.4))*(l-(VMlKi**(--4)>) + (VN'IN "1 )

WKNFT=W0RKC*1-?0RKX
WRITE (6 ,6 ) rR,VMJN, T.1 , T2 , T3, P2 , P3. P4, W0 «Kr:, WF^KX. WKMET
3 CONTINUE
6 FORMAT (F 6 .2, IX ,F10.8 ,IX ,F 5 .2 ,IX ,F 5 ,2, IX,F 6 .2, IX ,F6 2, IX,F 6 .2 .IX ,
1F 6 .2,1 X ,F 9 .4,1X ,F-3.4 ,FQ .4 )

-U

Conventional Two-cycle
1

5

3

4
5
6

7
8
9
ll
12
13
14
15

16

17
18
19
22

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

CH = 1
T 4 =6
DO 3 1=1,5
CR=CP*2
V M IN s 1 / C R
x n n = 1 - <2 ,7 !«*■**((1/CR)-1
XXN = 1 - X N N
T1 =1/(X"N+ XX X / T 4 )
T2 =T1 * (V M 1N** 1
(-.4))
DT =7 *(XNN/ (XN f•i+ XXN/T4 ) )
T3 =T 2 + D T
T4; T 3 * (V MI
.4 )
n = 1/(XNN+ XVN/T4)

T2 rT1*•(VM I!m* # (- .4 )>
DT=7#<XNN/ ( v?jN + y x N/ T4 ) )
T3=T2+DT
T4 s T3 # ( VMI rj * * • 4 )
T1 s 1 / ( XNN+ XXM/ T4 )
T 2 = T1 * (V n IM * * (- .4 ) )
DT = 7*(XNN/(y?-jN + yX: J/ T4) )
T 3 = T2 + DT

T4sT3* (VM IN** •4 )
P 2 = 1 / ( VMI N**i • 4 )
P3=P2*(T3/T2)
P4=P3»(VMlN**1.4)
WORKc; = (VM !N** (- .4 )-1) / (- .4 )- (VM IN-

WORKx=(P3*<.4)/{-.4))*{i-

(- .4 )))+ (VM Ifv-1 )

28

WKNjET= W0 RKc + w0 R X

29
32

WRITE (6,6) op,VMlN, Tl, J2> T3, P2» P3, °4» WORKC, WOp k X, WKMET
3 CONTI NlJFI

31
31

6 FORMAT (F6.2,IX,FIS,8,IX,F5.2,IV F5.2,1X»F6.2,1X,F6.2»1Y,FA.2,1X,
1F6.2,1X ,p9.4,1 X ,f 3.4 ,F9.4 )

Symmetric Two-cycle
1

CRsl.O
DO 1 1=1,5

2

3
4
3
6

7

9

T 3= 3 CR=CR*2
VWJN=l/CR
VOs'/M IN
VO=VO+.25«(1-VMIN)

8
8

U = < (V0-l>*T3/('/0»(CR**.4) )+SORT( ( ( <1 - V O >* T 3 / C V 0 « <C * »*.4)) )**2)+4*
1 T 3/ (VO* (Cw ** .4 ) ) ) )/?_

9

T3 =Tl*{CR**.4)+7*(l-*V0)/((l-Vn)+V0/<T3/(Tl*fCR**.4))))
Tl =((V0-1>*73/(V0*(GR«*.4) )^SQRTl (((I-VO)*T3/(VO*(CS**.*) >)**?)+ 4*
1T3/(V0*(CP*«.4)5))/2
T3 =T1 *(CR**.4 )+7 *<1 -V0 >/< (l-vn)-f.V0/*T3/(Tl*<CR**.4) )))
Tls((V0-l)*T^/<V0»(CR**.4))+SQRT<(((l-V0)*T3/<V0*(Cfi*».4)))**?)+4*
1T3/ (yo* (CF<*-».4)}))/2
T3=Ti*<CR«*.4>+7*(i-VO)/(Cl-VO)*VO/<T3/(Tl*(CR**.4)))>
T2=Tl/(VMlN***4)
p2a1/ (VH IM*»1 .4 }

,i *

■.Jm
12

12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

2&
21
22
26

24
24

P3=P2*(T3/72)
P 4 = P 3 * ( (V M 11 / V Q )* * 1,4 )
WDRKX = <P3* (VH tt.;**l.4)/( - .4 ) )*( (v0#*< - .4 ) )- ( VMIN** ( - .4 ) > )+ (yH IN-VO)

W 0RK C = ( V H I N * * ( - . 4 > " I ) / ( - . 4 ) - ( V M I M -1 )
W K n E T = 40R K C + uj0R K X
WRITE (6,3) nR, VO, Tl, T2, T3, Pg, P3, P4, WORKX, kO&KCS wKNFT
IE (VO .LT. .«) GO TO 9
1 CONTINUE
3 FORMAT

<r6.5?,iX,F10.8,lX,F5.2,lX,F5.2,lX,F6.2»lX,F6s2,iy,F6.2,lX,

1F6.2,1X>F9,4,1X,F8.4,F9.4>
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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes and evaluates a family of engines based
on a particular arrangement of a two-tipped rotor revolving within a
single-lobed cavity.
Four internal combustion engine variations were considered.
Of these, an Otto cycle engine and a rotary analog to the two-stroke
piston engine were found to be competitive designs worthy of develop
ment.
It was also concluded in this study that the cavity/rotor sys
tem is particularly well suited to high pressure steam engines.
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